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● Brief history of the plainlanguage.gov redesign

● Hard sell on content research

● Content research methods

Agenda



Case study



plainlanguage.gov circa 2017



10x pitch
plainlanguage.gov is a critical resource for civil 
servants. We need a modern and accessible site 
with up-to-date examples and resources for writing 
in plain language.



Timeline

August September October November

Discovery Prototyping Usability testing Transition

Kickoff,
late Aug

Design workshop, 
early Oct

Launch,
mid-Nov



Activities
● User and stakeholder interviews

● Content audit

● Sitemapping exercise

● Technical review

● Analytics review

● Prototyping

● Usability testing

● Launch planning

● Documentation



plainlanguage.gov today
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Why plainlanguage.gov is an 
interesting case study

● Strong mission

● Broad audience (over 2 million people)

● Legacy system

● Limited budget

● Short timeline (6–8 weeks)

● Extensive content



PLAIN’s work at a glance

● reviewing government publications

● giving countless hours of feedback

● leading workshops and discussions

● identifying common questions from emails and events

● working directly with usability experts in and outside of 

government

● building this incredible community without direct funding



Where research 
comes in



Initial goals

● Make it easier to find and navigate the content

● Use existing tools to modernize the publishing process 

(Federalist and the U.S. Web Design System)

● Expand PLAIN’s reach and amplify their message

https://federalist.18f.gov/
https://designsystem.digital.gov


Research questions

● What are the highest priority improvements for PLAIN and 

our users?

● Which topics or content types are most useful?

● How should we organize the content generally?

● How might we better highlight top content and plain 

language examples?



“

Gregg Bernstein

User research brings us closer to the 
people we serve in order to design 
better experiences.



“

Stakeholder interview for PLAIN

99% of the time, [training] requests are 
from people who are writers by 
necessity.



We have to bring users
into our workflow.



“

Plain Writing Act of 2010

Improve the effectiveness and accountability 
of federal agencies to the public by 
promoting clear government communication 
that the public can understand and use.



The American people have 
questions for us.



CDC website



National Hurricane Center website



IRS website



Air Quality website



Civil Rights website



Plainness is a step toward a more 
understandable, trustworthy, and 
inclusive government.



We have to test our content and 
our assumptions along the way.



Content
research methods



Make a Mad Libs exercise
The new plainlanguage.gov will help civil 
servants [user goal] and [user goal].

To do this, we must deliver content that is 
[adjective], [adjective], and [adjective].

The new site will help PLAIN [business goal] by 
encouraging users to [user task], [user task], 
and [user task].



Paid leave example
Notifications will help claimants and employers 
understand where they are in the application 
process, make informed decisions, and reduce 
delays in processing.

To do this, we must deliver content that is 
actionable, relevant, and consistent with the 
portal...



Use direct 
quotes



Paperwork Reduction Act guide



Audit 
strategically



Content audit example



Tips for content audits
● Team up with an engineer to scrape the data

● Focus on top user tasks and internal priorities

● Highlight the top 20–30 pages based on traffic and 
search queries

● Map user and content needs up with your larger 
experience (e.g., service blueprint, contact center 
training)

https://www.navapbc.com/toolkits/service-blueprinting-facilitation-guide.html




Test content in context and 
on its own

● Plan at least two studies (e.g., usability test, tree test, A/B 
test)

● Frame research questions around user needs and 
internal goals

● Check out Josh Tong’s roundup on ways to test content

https://www.joshtong.io/blog/2019/5/31/ways-to-test-content-with-users


Tree test demo by Optimal Workshop



“

User interview for PLAIN

“The most effective things for me is to see what not 
to do, and then an explanation. Examples are the 
thing that really helped me understand it.”





Assume the data exists
● Top questions from the contact center, events, social 

media, or direct emails

● Indirect mentions on social media (e.g., topical discussion, 
untagged critiques)

● Site analytics and click map patterns

● Search keywords

● Surveys or internal reporting

● Bug reports



Keep the conversation going
● Focus on building trust and community

● Don’t just push out content without testing it

● Make it easy for people to give you feedback throughout 
the process

● Develop site documentation (e.g., wiki)

● Consider an open source model (e.g., GitHub 
contributions)

https://github.com/GSA/plainlanguage.gov/wiki
https://github.com/GSA/plainlanguage.gov


Make a Mad Libs exercise
Use direct quotes
Audit strategically
Test content in context and on its own
Assume the data exists
Keep the conversation going

Content research methods



Thank you!

nicolefenton@navapbc.com
@nicoleslaw
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